
 
 

The House on the Hill 

Within the Girish Mountains, there is a hill. Atop that hill sits a house. A white house, to be 

specific. It isn’t much to look at, but for the people that once lived there it was home. The house 

only consists of three rooms, two bedrooms, one of which doubles as the living room, and a 

kitchen consisting of outdated appliances tainted by rust stains. The house forms a rigid block L, 

the rooms separated from each other like the discombobulated bones buried in the garden. Black 

shutters painted over with multiple bright layers of pink cover the old glass windows that stare 

out into the woods. The gardening around the front is well up-kept and consists of a mixture of 

carnations, roses, and tulips. Leading up to the house is a small pathway made of roughly carven 

stones that stick out in some places. The color scheme they had chosen is something my wife—

no, my soon to be ex-wife—would have picked out. There are reasons she is the soon to be ex, 

this isn’t one of them. The color scheme is as follows. In the master bedroom, the walls are coated 

with a lime green color outlined by silver borders. Even the sheets are bright, consisting of a deep 

purple that used to hurt my eyes every time I looked at it. I never went into that room. The 

kitchen is painted the foulest color imaginable, banana yellow. Every wall coated with sloppy 

strokes allowing the faint black undercoat to shine through below the oak cabinets. Any guest 

we used to have for dinner would never leave the same after seeing those walls. Then there is 

the other bedroom, the one that doubles as the living room. It was my favorite room and the 

only room I would take my friends. The steel grey walls always found a way to serenade me. They 

understood me. I would like to say the walls are alive, but, they aren’t. They are the opposite of 

that, in fact. They are bleak and devoid of life. When I would lay on the bed for hours and stare 

at the walls, it was like I was staring into a mirror. My hand continues to stroke the hair of my 

wife sitting next to me on the tie-dye blanket she made me for my birthday last year. At first I 

thought it was a horrible gift. But, since she gave it to me, I have come to realize how versatile 

the blanket—which has come to consist of mainly red—could be. The people that used to live in 

that white house on the hill were once happy, and I would like to think that they are happy again. 

I think the first thing I’ll do is repaint the house over those ugly colors. Yes, I need to remove the 

grotesqueness that possessed the people who once lived there. But it’s cold out. It’s cold and I 

need to prepare dinner. 


